
Electrician 

VIKING CNC has more than 30 years of experience in building high quality specialized grinders with 
uncompromising precision and user- friendly software. In 2017 we moved our production from Denmark 
to Prague, where we have established a dynamic team of highly qualified technicians with both local 
and international background. Till now we are still a small dynamic company developing innovative 
custom-built machines, we have periods with hectic activity, but also calmer periods with time to breath. 

Working in VIKING, You will get the chance to design and see the full product being completed, or even 
participate in finishing the machine on the shopfloor. Our employees are experts in their field, who enjoy 
flexible working hours, self-improvement training, enjoyable team events, all with a relaxed but dynamic 
family atmosphere. In Viking, we all have a growth mindset, we want to find the person who will fit in to 
our great team, a person who wants to develop their personal skills together with our company’s future. 

In short, we are looking for people that wants to “build submarines while sailing them”. 

Your daily tasks will be:  

- Installation of electrical panels in to the machines. 
- Creating and updating of electrical documentation drawings. 
- Installation of electrical and signal cables in to the machines. 
- Coordination with design team in tasks of electrical installations – power installations, signal 
installations, PLC, CNC. 
- Electrical and signal Installation of Fanuc Robots.  
- Solving problems related to electrical circuits with Fanuc Service Support. 
- Debuging of the electrical systems after installation.  
- Updating Electrical diagrams based on findings from assembly. 
- Helping with creating of manuals. 
- Help with assembly of machines in case of free working time. 

Required qualification:  

- Certification to perform installation of electrical circuits.   
- Structured and meticulous with details. 
- Relevant experience. 
- Advanced knowledge of English and Czech (verbally and in writing), German advantage. 
- Team player with an emphasis on quality of work. 
- Energetic, enthusiastic, hardworking, loyal, a stickler for the details.  

We offer:  

- Above-standard salary evaluation depending on previous experience. - Dynamic and informal work 
environment. 
- 5 weeks holiday and 3 extra days in case of illness. 
- Flexible working hours.  
- Training on various issues according to the applicant's interests. (PLC, Robot, C# programming) 

Contact:  

Christian Juhl, cj@viking-cnc.com, Tel.: +420 602 172 732 
Martin Tiefenbach, mt@viking-cnc.com, Tel.: +420 776 706 249  
Location • Industrial Park • Komořany • Prague 4 • www.viking-cnc.com  

 


